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Abstract: In this study, our focus was on exploring the changing illuminance of work surfaces in
different ambient uniformity spaces in the office, with a specific emphasis on sustainability and energy-
saving considerations. To investigate this, we conducted a comprehensive study in a laboratory
setting that replicated an office environment. The study involved the participation of 20 adults as
subjects. The findings of our study revealed a strong correlation between the uniformity of ambient
lighting illuminance within the indoor space and the illuminance levels observed specifically at
the task plane. Notably, when the surrounding illuminance exhibited uniformity, we observed a
significant reduction in the EH as adjusted by participants during VDT operation. Interestingly, the
task illuminance adjusted by the subjects was lower than the usual standard. However, we did not
find any significant correlation between the uniformity of indoor ambient lighting illuminance and
the appropriate VDT screen luminance. In situations where energy-saving measures are required,
it is crucial to maintain an even luminance in the surrounding space to ensure that the minimum
lighting level in the office is upheld. Future discussions should delve into task-ambient lighting
models, exploring beyond task illuminance standards alone.

Keywords: energy-saving strategies; uniformity; VDT; indoor lighting space; office

1. Introduction

After the Paris Agreement was signed by almost every country, the world began to fo-
cus on climate change and ESG-related policies in the context of sustainability. However, the
conflict between Russia and Ukraine in 2022 triggered a European energy crisis, resulting
in significant power shortages across the continent and affecting energy costs worldwide.
Therefore, how to reduce energy consumption in office buildings while maintaining a
healthy environment is a very important issue now.

The majority of individuals spend approximately 90% of their lives indoors. According
to the IEA, the energy consumption for buildings accounts for nearly thirty to forty percent
of energy consumption. The energy consumption of office buildings in Taiwan is shown in
Figure 1 [1–3].

As a result, energy-saving initiatives in buildings have primarily focused on air-
conditioning and lighting equipment. Creating a favorable indoor environment is crucial for
preserving human health and comfort. Extensive research has demonstrated the significant
influence of the environment’s quality on human life [4–8]. With advances in lighting
technology, the scope of the lighting environment has expanded beyond the effects of
artificial interior lighting to include the effects of lighting on satisfaction and comfort.

When assessing the quality of indoor lighting environments, multiple parameters can
be used. However, in practical applications, illuminance is considered a fundamental and
essential metric for estimating the satisfaction, comfort, and ergonomics of the lighting en-
vironment. It plays a vital role in ensuring the visibility of visual objects and overall visual
comfort. International standards such as ISO 8995:2002(E) [9] and regional lighting design
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standards, such as those in Europe and Japan, provide guidelines for illuminance levels in
office task areas. These standards establish minimum illuminance levels based on a balance
of visual ergonomics and practical experience. Typically, a reference illuminance of 500 lux
is recommended for office task areas. However, research has shown that the demand for
illuminance in task areas often exceeds these standards, especially during high-intensity
mental work conducted over short periods [10–12]. The European indoor lighting standard as
UNE-EN 12464-1-2012 [13] recommends that the reference illuminance of office task areas is
500 lux. The Japanese lighting design standard as JISZ9110:2010 [14] requires general office
illuminance to be within the range of 500–750 lux. Studies have demonstrated that higher
illuminance levels can positively impact attention levels, concentration, and task performance.
For instance, research by Grünberger et al. [15] indicated that subjects exhibited significantly
higher attention levels at an illuminance of 2500 lux compared to 500 lux. Similarly, Tanabe’s
findings suggested that an environment with 800 lux was less likely to induce visual fatigue
compared to a setting with only 3 lux [16]. These studies suggest that higher illuminance levels
may be beneficial for tasks requiring intense concentration or attention, potentially reducing
eye fatigue and enhancing overall comfort. However, there is limited research available on the
relationship between low horizontal illuminance, uniformity, and energy shortage situations.
Further investigations in this area are warranted.
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Figure 1. Energy consumption in buildings.

On the other hand, it is important to consider the demands of the task when designing
an office lighting system. For tasks that require high levels of concentration or attention,
it may be necessary to provide higher illuminance levels than the minimum standards.
This can help to improve productivity and reduce eye fatigue. In contemporary office
environments, users’ activities have shifted from traditional paper-based tasks such as
reading and writing to computer-centric activities involving a visual display terminal
(VDT) [17]. When working on VDTs, the employee’s focus is no longer primarily on the
task surface, as the reliance on paper documents or drawing has been largely replaced by
VDT work. Consequently, the employee’s personal task space is predominantly oriented
vertically, with the computer screen serving as the primary source of illumination. Thus,
a significant portion of the light reaching the eyes originates from the luminosity of the
computer monitor, the ambient lighting in the space, and the reflection from the task
surface. Therefore, considering the impact of appropriate lighting on work efficiency
becomes crucial in modern office environments.

However, very few studies have discussed the relationship between the task-ambient
lighting environment and VDT in office space, especially in a power-saving or power short-
age situation. Previous studies have only addressed to a limited extent the impact of low
illumination on power saving in office environments. Lin et al. reported that participants
were satisfied with a desk horizontal illuminance of 246 lux in power shortage situations,
whereas the illuminance is usually adjusted to 500 lux under normal conditions. Thus,
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energy consumption can be reduced by approximately 50% with such an adjustment. In
brighter environments, the task illuminance can be lowered, whereas in darker environ-
ments, the illuminance of the task plant must be added [18]. In 2013, Ko et al. developed a
brightness formula that discussed the ambient luminance of uniformity and magnitude of
luminance in space to describe brightness [19].

There is a scarcity of research conducted in Taiwan regarding the relationship between
the uniformity of the ambient lighting space, illuminance of the task plant (EH), vertical
illuminance (EV), and the luminance of the computer monitor in VDT. This study aims to
develop a lighting control plan for VDT employees in sustainable and net-zero emission
office buildings. The plan focuses on achieving a min. allowable horizontal illuminance
(EH,min), appropriate horizontal illuminance (EH,app) under different levels of uniformity
in ambient lighting space, and the corresponding luminance uniformity (expressed as lumi-
nance standard deviation, LSD). To simulate an office environment, a full-scale laboratory
facility free from significant sunlight was utilized, and five distinct ambient luminance con-
ditions were implemented at the subjects’ eye positions to represent a varying surrounding
lighting environment.

A total of twenty adult participants with physical and mental health were recruited
to measure the EH. All participants were provided with detailed information regarding
the process of this experiment and precautions, and they all signed the informed consent
form voluntarily. In order to enhance the steadiness and dependable experimental findings,
participants were instructed to prioritize sufficient sleep, maintain regular eating habits, and
avoid significant mood fluctuations prior to the experiment. They were strictly prohibited
from consuming any neurological medications. Furthermore, participants were required to
abstain from consuming alcohol, coffee, and other stimulating beverages for at least 12 h
before the test, as well as refraining from smoking for a minimum of 8 h [20–22].

This paper aims to provide an in-depth lighting control plan for general office workers
using visual display terminals (VDTs) during power shortage situations. The plan covers
the EH,min, EH,app, EV, and the corresponding uniformity of surrounding luminance space
(LSD). In order to accomplish the purpose of the experiment, a real space was used to
simulate the office environment without windows and sunlight. Five distinct levels of
uniformity in luminance space, determined by the standard deviation of luminance (LSD),
were selected to represent different surrounding lighting space. Twenty adults without
vision disabilities participated as subjects in assessing EH on a task plant. In the dimming
and computer monitor luminance adjustment experiment, users were instructed to modify
the EH,min and EH,app level by adjusting the horizontal work surface illuminance and com-
puter monitor luminance. Furthermore, this study gathered experimental data, conducted
correlation and regression analyses, and elucidated the relationship between the optimal
uniformity range of the surrounding light space and the level of illumination required for
the task. The study exhibits particular innovation in two aspects:

1. This study focuses on establishing the EH,min level for a VDT employee in Taiwan, pro-
viding a possible suggestion for reducing energy consumption in the office lighting
environment.

2. This study explores the interaction between ambient lighting and work surface light-
ing with the aim of establishing energy-efficient lighting environments.

2. Methodology
2.1. Overview

The objective of this experiment was to conduct a lighting control experiment in a real
office setting, specifically focusing on different uniformity of office space with VDT work.
The experiment involved participants performing a task that involved dimming the lights,
utilizing both surrounding lighting and task plant lighting. The ambient lighting comprised
five fixed modules, while the work surface lighting consisted of a single module. Participants
were given the freedom to adjust the illuminance level of the work surface lighting within
a range of 0 to 750 lux, based on their preferences. The entire desk surface was designated
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as the task area, and participants were tasked with performing VDT work. Throughout the
experiment, the uniformity of the ambient lighting condition was fixed, and participants were
instructed to adjust the task illuminance of the work surface in two models: the EH,min model
and EH,app model. In addition to this, vertical illuminance at the participants’ eye positions
and horizontal illuminance on the work surface were measured. A flowchart outlining the
study, along with specific details of the experiment, is depicted in Figure 2 [20].
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2.2. Field Study

The full-scale experimental room used to conduct each independent variable experi-
ment in this study was a windowless and sunlight-free room. Linear tube LED lights were
used to adjust the surrounding lighting environment, and accessible to the experimenter.
The details of the lighting are detailed in Table 1.

Table 1. Linear tube LED specifications.

Product Technical
Specifications

Lighting
Distribution Curve Pic.

Linear tube LED
Maker: Endo

Product model:
ERK9708W

CCT: 4000 K
CRI: 82

Tilt angle: 0◦

Color: Cool White
Wattage: 40 W
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Ceiling-mounted ambient lighting fixtures were strategically positioned in front of the
desk area. These fixtures were equipped with linear tube LED lights (Maker and Product
model: Endo ERK9708W) and had the ability to adjust their power output from 5% to
100%. The researcher had control over this adjustment through an adapter. To ensure that
the subjects were not directly influenced by the light, the ambient lighting fixtures were
concealed within the ceiling, as depicted in Figure 3. Similarly, the task lighting system
resembled the surrounding lighting setup, with an adapter conveniently put on the table
within reach of the subjects’ hands.
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2.3. Measurement
2.3.1. The Measurement of Illuminance on the Task Plane

The illuminance on the desk was measured using a Konica Minolta T-10 (Minolta,
Osaka, Japan) illuminance meter at 7 different points, as shown in Figure 4. The center on
this task plane is Point No. 7, which was the position of the VDT mouse, keyboard, and
document area in a general office space. The adapter was set on the subject’s right-hand
side in Point No. 6. To ensure the HI on the task plane was even, the illuminance on Point
No. 7 was set from 50 lux to 250 lux using the adapter and measured the illuminance for
Point No. 1 to No. 6 by an illuminance meter. The average illuminance values of the other
6 points were very close to that of point No. 7. As the task lighting was in the form of a line
with a uniform luminous intensity distribution curve, the HI of point No. 7 was used as
representative in this study. The level of vertical illuminance was assessed at the height of
the subject’s eyes, which positioned at 120 cm from the ground.
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2.3.2. VDT Monitor Brightness Measurement

The luminance of the VDT monitor was measured by the VESA FPDM standard, using
the TOPCON BM-910D (TOPCON, Tokyo, Japan) to be a luminance meter to measure 9
points on the screen and averaging the values, as illustrated in Table 2.
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Table 2. Luminance meter technical specifications.

Measure Points Luminance Meter Technical Specifications
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f = 36 mm, F2.5
Measurement range:
0.1~1,999,000 cd/m2

2.3.3. Ambient Luminance Distribution

To capture the ambient luminance image, a digital luminance camera manufactured
by KKE (KOZO KEIKAKU ENGINEERING Inc., Tokyo, Japan) was used. This camera
with a fisheye lens had a horizontal angle of 103.6◦ for both right and left sides, while the
vertical angle was 75.5◦ for the upper and lower sides. Positioned at a height of 120 cm
from the floor, the luminance camera was aligned with the subject’s eye level. This setup
aimed to depict the distribution of luminance in the ambient lighting space. The resulting
captured image provided valuable information regarding the average luminance of the
area and the uniformity of luminance throughout it [23–25] (See Table 3).

Table 3. Luminance camera technical specifications.
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Measurement angle:
Wide: 103.6◦

Hight: 75.5◦

Measurement range: 0.4~9584
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2.4. Experiment Setting
2.4.1. VDT Arrangement

Every subject was instructed to watch the monitor and focus on web news in English
displayed on a VDT monitor. The monitor was a fourteen-inch laptop, which allowed
for easy adjustment of the TFT-LCD luminance. The monitor screen, with a diagonal
measurement of 358 mm, provided a visible viewing range of 311 mm (W) × 175 mm
(H). The pixel resolution was set at 1366 (W) × 768 (H) = 1,049,088 pixels. The refreshed
frequency was sixty Hz. The TFT-LCD had a maximum contrast ratio and maximum
luminance that could be adjusted across 10 levels ranging from 20 to 220 cd/m2. Subjects
were able to modify the luminance to a level that felt comfortable to them.

To minimize glare and reflection, the monitor was coated with a polarizer. The
recommended guidelines for text size, as outlined in ISO 9241-303:2011 [26], suggest that
the VDT user should keep a distance from 50 and 70 cm for healthy vision. Additionally, it
is generally recommended that 12 pt text size is sufficient for displaying text on the web
and in applications. In accordance with Figure 5, the distance was set at 68 cm between
monitor to subjects’ eye and ensured a line of sight of 35◦ on the monitor.
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2.4.2. Explanatory Variable of Experiment

The main objective of this study is to explore the relationship between the uniformity
of surrounding lighting and the lighting at the desktop level. To investigate this, we
categorized the uniformity of surrounding lighting illuminance into five distinct modules.
A luminance camera was utilized to measure and control this experimental variable, as
outlined in Table 4. The standard deviation (SD) of luminance was recorded as 10.74, 7.48,
5.88, 4.75, and 2.42. The SD of luminance indicates the level of evenness or diffusion in the
subject’s visual perception. These values were considered as independent variables in our
study. Meanwhile, we maintained the EH and vertical illuminance (VI) at specific values,
aiming for a uniform level of around 15 lux and 23 lux, respectively. Additionally, the
average luminance of the surrounding lighting was maintained at 5 cd/m2. These values
were treated as control variables in the study.

Table 4. Properties of five independent variables.

Models No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5

EV (lux) 25 23 23 23 21

EH (lux) 17 16 15 16 14

Avg. luminance (cd/m2) 5.09 5.17 4.90 5.00 5.09

LSD 10.74 7.48 5.88 4.75 2.42

Max. luminance in space
(cd/m2) 97.33 56.75 37.36 30.13 25.72

Photo of full-scale space
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2.5. Experimental Process

A study was conducted involving twenty participants below the age of 40. These
participants had normal physiological conditions, perfect vision, had sufficient sleep, and
were not taking any medication on the day preceding the test. The experiment had a
duration of approximately 60 min, which included a 30 min dark adaptation phase. Prior
to the experiment, the participants received instructions on the experimental procedures
and completed a questionnaire. To begin the experiment, the desk lighting on the office
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table was turned on and adjusted to the EH,min level for each participant. Subsequently, the
brightness of the monitor was adjusted to the desired level. Then, to ensure every subject
was able to get the EH,app level, they were asked to adjust the lighting on the task plane from
0 lux to the EH,app level. Additionally, they adjusted the luminance of the computer monitor
to a suitable setting. After 3 min, the subject asked to adjust the adapter to maximum
power to 750 lux. From there, the participants gradually decreased the illuminance to the
EH,app level while simultaneously reducing the luminance of the monitor. In the next step,
subjects were asked to switch the adapter to a maximum of 750 lux again and down to the
EH,min level. They also adjusted the monitor brightness to a comfortable value again. The
experiment was terminated after three minutes. For each adjustment, the experimenter
recorded the HI on the task plane, VI at the participant’s eye location, and the luminance
of the computer monitor. The sequence of independent variables models was used to
determine the Latin Square Design method, as depicted in Table 5 [20].

Table 5. Latin square design with five model.

1 2 3 4 5 1 = No. 1 model, 5 lux
2 3 4 5 1 2 = No. 2 model, 10 lux
5 1 2 3 4 3 = No. 3 model, 20 lux
3 4 5 1 2 4 = No. 4 model, 50 lux
4 5 1 2 3 5 = No. 5 model, 100 lux

3. Results
3.1. Adjusting the Illuminance in Minimum and Appropriate Horizontal Illuminance Model

During the experiment, participants were required to make four adjustments to the task
illuminance of the working surface. Each participant switched on the desk lighting of the
task plane and made the necessary adjustments to achieve the desired task illuminance. The
first two adjustments aimed to reach the minimum allowable illuminance level, while the
last two adjustments focused on achieving a comfortable and satisfactory illuminance level.
According to the statistical analysis, there was no significant difference observed in these
two adjustments (p-value = 0.89). The results of the last two illuminance adjustments at
appropriate and satisfaction levels were found to be similar to the first two adjustments, as
determined by the t-test (p-value = 0.82). The values obtained from these four adjustments
are presented in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. HI varied with different uniformity of ambient luminance: (a) EH,min model and (b) Eapp model.

Accordingly, the EH,min value was no different (p value > 0.05) between two adjust-
ments and the EH,app model was the same; the Emin value and the Eapp value were averaged
and compared with the uniformity of the surrounding luminance by a luminance camera,
as shown in Figure 7.
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The average EH,min across the five modules was measured at 89 lux, which fell below
the current UNE-EN 12464-1-2012 and JISZ9110:2010 [13,14] illuminance standard. It was
observed that as the luminance uniformity decreased, the minimum tolerable illuminance
also decreased. This indicates that when ambient lighting is uneven, the employee needs a
higher HI on the task plane. In appropriate modules where the illuminance was relatively
comfortable and satisfactory, all participants turned on the task plane lighting and made
illuminance adjustments. The average of the EH,app model in five experiment groups of
work surfaces was recorded as 207 lux. Each EH,app was also below the recommended CNS
standard in the office lighting environment. This suggests that individuals feel comfortable
with lower illuminance levels when the ambient lighting is uniform. Likewise, in the
experiment involving the appropriate illuminance model, it was observed that as the LSD
increased, the EH,app was also increased from 226 to 188 lux. This indicates that people
can tolerate lower illuminance levels when they have good visibility in other directions.
Furthermore, the study analyzed the horizontal illuminance of the task plane adjusted
by twenty participants across the five different modules representing varying levels of
surrounding luminance uniformity. It was found that each participant adjusted illuminance
values differently in each experiment group, further confirming they were significant
according to a t-test (p value < 0.01). As illustrated in Figure 8, a regression analysis
was conducted on the illuminance of task lighting adjusted by each subject. The analysis
revealed that as the uniformity of surrounding luminance improved, the illuminance on
the task plane decreased in the EH,min and EH,app model. Hence, the findings from these
two illumination modules were consistent.
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3.2. Relationship between Uniformity of Surrounding Luminance and Horizontal Illuminance

This study indicates that the uniformity of surrounding luminance significantly in-
fluences the horizontal illuminance value on the task plane for VDT workers in an office
environment. This explains that when the surrounding lighting environment is more even,
there is a decreased need for high illuminance on the task plane. Consequently, when
uniform ambient lighting conditions are established, the employee is likely to choose lower
illuminance levels on their task plane. This preference for lower illuminance can result in en-
ergy savings and contribute to sustainability efforts. The EH adjustment by 20 participants
was analyzed to a linear regression curve, as Figure 7 illustrates. Statistical analyses were
performed using IBM SPSS Statistics V28.0.1, and the slope and intercept were statistically
analyzed through the least squares method to determine the mean and standard deviation.
The values of the slope, constant, and correlation coefficient can be found in Appendix A.
The correlation coefficient (R) falls within the range of 0.8 to 1, indicating a strong positive
correlation between horizontal illuminance and the uniformity of surrounding luminance.
Moreover, the coefficient of determination (R2) surpasses 0.8, indicating that over 80% of
the variability in the dependent variable can be explained by the explanatory variable.
These findings underscore the significance of considering the uniformity of surrounding
luminance when designing office lighting systems. By promoting more uniform ambient
lighting, the demand for EH on the task plane can be reduced. This not only contributes to
energy savings but also aligns with sustainability goals.

This study explored the relationship between the uniformity of surrounding lumi-
nance and task horizontal illuminance, including minimum allowable and satisfactory
comfortable models. To maximize energy savings while ensuring a visible lighting envi-
ronment, the EH,min can be considered as the minimum limit value for workers to perform
usual VDT work. According to normal distribution, two standard deviations mean 95% of
the parent range. Therefore, the following formula can be obtained and it calculates the
EH,min tolerated by 95% of employees in the office space, as it varies with LSD.

EH,min = 5.19 × LSD + 56, (1)

Certainly, the EH level necessary for achieving satisfactory and comfortable conditions
on the task plane tends to be brighter than the EH,min value. This higher illuminance
requirement results in increased energy consumption. As a result, we propose prioritizing
energy savings in lighting systems over solely meeting the lighting demands of the general
workforce. To that end, we can develop a formula that takes into account the EH,app,
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LSD, and the average value representing half of the population. Hence, it is essential to
strike a balance between providing adequate lighting conditions for workers’ comfort and
satisfaction while optimizing energy efficiency. By deriving a formula that considers EH,app,
LSD, and Avg., it becomes possible to assess and implement lighting solutions that meet
both the ergonomic needs of the workforce and the goal of reducing energy consumption.

EH,app = 5.57 × LSD + 170, (2)

However, a t-test comparing the coefficients of the minimum and appropriate models
yielded a p value of 0.12. Here, linear regression was calculated again using SPSS, and the
regression coefficient was 5.38, as shown in Formula (3).

EH = 5.38 × LSD + C, C = constant (3)

In light of the power-shortage scenario and the imperative for energy conservation,
Figure 9 presents linear plots that depict the relationship between the illuminance of the
EH and the LSD. These plots are correlated using Formulas (1) and (2). The red blocks in
Figure 8 represent the unacceptable zone, which is implemented to safeguard the visual
health of workers. The green region, on the other hand, represents a suitable lighting
environment range. This range corresponds to an illuminance level that ninety-five percent
of the population can tolerate, with fifty percent of the population reporting a comfortable
VDT work experience within this range. Furthermore, the blue regions in the plot indicate
that a very comfortable condition was reported by 50–95% of the population. However,
it is worth noting that the zone over the blue line does not align with the requirements
for energy savings. It is important to highlight that this study focuses on analyzing the
uniformity within the range of 2.4 to 10.74. Consequently, illuminance values below 2.4 and
above 10.74 are not discussed within the scope of this study. These findings underscore
the significance of considering both the visual health of workers and the goal of energy
conservation. By identifying suitable lighting ranges that cater to the comfort and tolerance
levels of the majority, while also ensuring energy efficiency, it becomes possible to strike a
balance between meeting the needs of the workforce and mitigating power consumption.
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3.3. VDT Work Monitor Luminance

In addition to studying the impact of EH on the work surface, this study also discusses
the influence of LVDT,app. Figure 10 illustrates the LVDT,app in the minimum and appropriate
experiment models. It can be observed that the LVDT,app and the LSD had no relationship.
In the minimum model, the average LVDT,app ranged from 117 cd/m2 to 134 cd/m2, while
in the appropriate model, it ranged from 137 cd/m2 to 152 cd/m2. According to Paired
samples t-test analysis, there is a significant difference between the minimum and the
appropriate model for LVDT,app. However, the correlation coefficient analysis illustrated
that the correlation between LVDT,app and the LSD was not substantial (coefficient = 0.2,
p value = 0.004 < 0.05). On the other hand, there was a significant correlation between
LVDT,app and EV, with a correlation coefficient of 50.576 (p value = 0.000 < 0.05).
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Figure 10. Average VDT screen luminance adjusting by subjects of the (a) EH,min and (b) EH,min

model with uniformity of surrounding luminance.

The brightness of the monitor was adjusted after the subject determined the EH,min
and EH,app on the task plane, the EV was also measured at the same time in this study. As
shown in Table 6, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between EV and LVDT,app is −0.37.

Table 6. Correlation coefficients of LSD of space, LVDT,app, and EV.

Correlation Analysis LSD of Space LVDT,app EV

LVDT,app 1 −0.037 0.576

LSD of space 1 0.200

EV 1

Figure 11 presents the matrix depicting the relationship among luminance SD, ap-
propriate VDT screen luminance, and vertical illuminance. The findings reveal a positive
correlation between EV and LVDT,app. However, the points representing the LSD of the
ambient space and LVDT,app are scattered and form five parallel lines.
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Furthermore, to gain a deeper understanding of their correlations, it is important to
delve into the analysis of LSD, LVDT,app, and EV. Through one-way ANOVA, as shown
in Table 7, it was found that there is a highly significant relationship between LVDT,app
and EV (F = 4.94, p value = 0.000 < 0.05). On the other hand, the analysis indicated that
there is no significant relationship between the LVDT,app and LSD of the ambient space
(F = 0.78, p value = 0.75 > 0.05). These results suggest that vertical illuminance has a notable
impact on the LVDT,app, while the uniformity of surrounding space does not influence it
significantly. In other words, an increase in EV necessitates a corresponding increase in
LVDT,app.

Table 7. One-way ANOVA test of LVDT,app.

VDT Monitor Luminance Sum of
Squares df Mean

Square F Sig.

EV

Between Groups 6300.14 23 273.92 4.94 0.000
Within Groups 9763.84 176 55.48

Total 16,063.98 199

LSD

Between Groups 137.06 23 5.96 0.78 0.75
Within Groups 1342.63 176 7.63

Total 1479.69 199

Considering the simple regression analysis between EV and LSD, the regression coeffi-
cient was 0.83, constant was 93, and standard deviation was 30, as shown in Formula (4).

Appropriate Screen Luminance = 0.83 LSD + 93, (4)

In a normal distribution, approximately sixty-eight percent of the samples are expected
to fall within one standard deviation of the mean, whereas about ninety-five percent of
the samples fall within two standard deviations of the mean. In our analysis, we observed
that the blue arrow zone, representing one standard deviation from Figure 12, contained
nearly all of the data points from each subject (with the constant ranging from 63 to 123).
Similarly, the red arrow zone plus blue arrow zone, representing two standard deviations
from Formula 4, encompassed all of the data points (with the constant ranging from 33 to
153). These findings indicate that the data distribution aligns with the expected patterns of
a normal distribution.
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4. Discussion

This study aimed to investigate the impact of luminance uniformity on task illumi-
nance and VDT screen luminance. Twenty participants were involved in adjusting these
parameters under different luminance uniformity conditions, which were measured using
a luminance camera (Luminocam). The experiment consisted of five luminance uniformity
conditions: 10.74, 7.48, 5.88, 4.75, and 2.42, while the average luminance remained fixed at
5 cd/m2.

1. When the LSD of the ambient space increases, it indicates a lack of uniformity in the
luminance distribution and a higher level of contrast. In such cases, regardless of the
EH,min or the EH,app, participants tend to adjust them to higher values. Conversely,
when the LSD of the ambient space decreases, participants prefer lower task horizontal
illuminance levels because the uniformity is even.

2. By conducting regression analysis using the data from each participant, we derived
equations, as shown in Formula 3. These equations demonstrate that for every
1 cd/m2 decrease in luminance SD of the ambient space, the task horizontal illumi-
nance can be reduced by 5.38 lux.

3. Through correlation coefficient analysis and one-way ANOVA, we found that the
LVDT,app is not significantly influenced by the LSD of the ambient space. However, it
is significantly affected by the EV. Therefore, Formula 4 can be utilized as a reference
for determining the appropriate VDT screen luminance, and all the data points were
within the range of two standard deviations.

Overall, this study provides insights into the relationship between luminance uni-
formity, task illuminance, and VDT screen luminance, offering valuable information for
optimizing lighting conditions in work environments.
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5. Conclusions

We conducted lighting experiments involving 20 subjects to explore the relationship
between EH, LSD, and LVDT,app, focusing on the impact on visual comfort. The experiment
in a full-scale office space revealed a direct correlation between the LSD and the EH. In order
to create a sustainable lighting environment, it is desirable to have uniform surrounding
luminance, which helps reduce energy consumption for each task. Conversely, in situations
where the surrounding space exhibits uneven or discontinuous luminance, it becomes
necessary to increase the illuminance of the work surface.

It is important to highlight that our study was conducted in an office environment
facing power shortages. In such circumstances, participants were required to regulate
their own desk lighting while engaging in VDT work to conserve energy. Typically, the
recommended EH is set at 500 lux. However, our findings showed that participants
expressed satisfaction with an illuminance level of 188 lux for the desk horizontal surface
when confronted with a power shortage scenario in a uniformly illuminated ambient space.
Adjusting the illuminance to this level enables significant energy savings. According to
the Figure 9 blue zone, if the general lighting is uniform from the ceiling, and controlling
the task illuminance over 183 lux, a personal desk lamp is not required for VDT work in a
power shortage situation. However, when the general lighting is irregular, a personal desk
lamp which is adjustable is encouraged to be used and the task illuminance adjusted from
228 to 303 lux is appropriate for the employee in office VDT work.

Nevertheless, it is important to acknowledge the limitations of our study. The experi-
ment was conducted in an enclosed space without daylight, and the subjects were restricted
to sitting in their seats and performing Visual Display Terminal (VDT) tasks according to
the experimenter’s rules. The light source in the environment was unidirectional, originat-
ing from the front of the sight line rather than the surroundings. Although the subjects
were instructed to maintain a forward gaze and avoid moving their eyes left and right,
this setup differed from a typical office space. At the same time, we did not extensively
explore the visual health implications for employees who are exposed to lower illuminance
levels than the recommended values for extended periods of time. Additionally, we did
not investigate the effects of such lighting conditions on prolonged screen-based activities
like extended reading.

Our focus was primarily on the impact of artificial lighting on the employee’s VDT
work experience. To address these limitations, we plan to extend the duration of our
experiments or conduct studies directly in real office settings. This will allow us to examine
specific and time-dependent effects while considering participants’ visual comfort, visual
health, and productivity. We also aim to analyze the impact of ambient lighting uniformity
on visual comfort and verify the reproducibility of our experimental results in field offices
by integrating laboratory prototypes with daylight. Furthermore, we intend to explore
different circadian stimuli, such as Equivalent Melanopic Lux (EML), to evaluate the effects
of different lighting spectra on users’ physical and mental states, as well as their attention
levels. These future endeavors will enable us to provide more detailed recommendations
for lighting control strategies in actual office environments.
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Nomenclature

EH Horizontal illuminance
EV Vertical illuminance
EH,min Allowable minimum horizontal illuminance
EH,app Appropriate horizontal illuminance
LSD Standard deviation (SD) of luminance
LVDT,app Appropriate VDT monitor of luminance
VDT Visual display terminal

Appendix A

Table A1. Correlation and regression analyses for each subject.

EH,min Model EH,app Model

No. Slope Constant R2 No. Slope Constant R2

1 4.42 52.20 0.963 1 6.03 142.56 0.907

2 5.49 34.54 0.941 2 6.67 119.48 0.959

3 5.91 50.71 0.828 3 3.58 255.27 0.792

4 5.35 77.23 0.889 4 6.42 190.89 0.849

5 4.47 52.20 0.991 5 4.68 138.80 0.744

6 5.56 15.38 0.888 6 5.14 150.88 0.850

7 4.65 77.48 0.815 7 6.76 174.96 0.893

8 4.28 58.48 0.987 8 5.34 112.14 0.751

9 4.88 44.93 0.917 9 6.07 186.36 0.879

10 5.23 45.27 0.940 10 4.90 190.68 0.831

11 5.24 53.04 0.883 11 5.96 195.70 0.971

12 5.51 52.14 0.943 12 4.97 213.52 0.917

13 4.99 50.11 0.942 13 3.75 223.16 0.843

14 4.96 63.24 0.932 14 5.79 122.20 0.841

15 5.20 60.95 0.987 15 6.99 130.83 0.844

16 5.23 61.91 0.937 16 5.77 190.95 0.995

17 4.59 68.51 0.962 17 6.87 159.45 0.911

18 6.19 70.45 0.906 18 5.75 159.21 0.938

19 5.89 41.89 0.936 19 4.75 184.03 0.804

20 5.74 89.56 0.990 20 5.25 160.87 0.925

AVG 5.19 56.01 0.929 AVG 5.57 170.10 0.872

SD 0.54 16.52 0.05 SD 0.97 37.39 0.070
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